
 

 

SAMPLE REVIEW 2: 

 

Hi Vikrant,I am pleased to share my review on your last submission: 

 

ORIGINAL SCRIPT: 

It is argued that late adolescents and youths in our society are not helpful towards learning of our 
older community. While it may be true in cases of some societies, I personally believe that youth can 
play pivotal role in teaching older people about  

Some people feel that youth generally should focus only on their professional and personal 
commitments and there are hardly anything they can help with their elders and parents. Older in 
such communities are more dominant, For example, In Rajasthan some village’s teenagers are not 
allowed to speak also in front of their elders and parents as it is treated as disregard to elders, all the 
decisions and everything are made by their parents and they have no right to speak, behave and act 
of their own. 

However, modern societies and communities where youth are allowed to express their opinion and 
completely free to share their thoughts and ideas are growing rapidly. This becomes possible 
because younger generation are updated with the newer technologies and high graded trainings 
from their school and colleges and using their dynamic ideas, skills and vibrant thoughts any nation 
can attain multi folded growth. 

For example, every  year many big companies like google ,hires fresh talent to upbeat their 
organisation culture to meet the  dynamic, and challenging new requirements and adversities in the 
new world, be it personal or professional anywhere we need an improved and polymath systems 
and youths are available with it. 

To sum up, new youths should be encouraged and their belief and ideas should be welcomed as it is 
beneficial for our older communities and to our nation in each and every perspective. 

Word count-287 

 

 

Edits/comments and suggested rephrases: 

It is argued that late adolescents and youths in our society are not helpful towards learning of our 
older community. While it may be true in cases of some societies, I personally believe that youth can 
play(a) pivotal role in (teaching older people about) imparting knowledge to the elderly masses 
pertaining to new changes in technology and other areas of developments in the world.Older people 
may be even our siblings.But,I think you are talking about the older generation.That’s the magic of a 
collocation-older generation but elderly people/masses  

Some people feel  that youth generally should focus only on their professional and personal 

commitments and there are is hardly anything they can (help with their elders and parents) help 
their elders and parents with.Older in such communities are more dominant) dominant thinkers For 
example, In Rajasthan ,some village’s teenagers (are not allowed to speak also) are not even allowed 

to speak in front of their elders and parentsas it is treated as disregard to (elders) try not to use 



 

 

the same noun twice.Either use a pronoun or learn the use of former and latter. It 
is treated as a disregard to the  latter  as a result of which,all the decisions and everything are made 

by their parents and they have no right to speak, behave and act of their own.This is redundant 
and the same idea is repeated twice. 

  

However, (modern societies and communities where youth are allowed to express their opinion and 
completely free to share their thoughts and ideas are growing rapidly).Modern societies and 
communities are growing rapidly where youth are allowed to express their opinion and are 
completely free to share their thoughts and ideas.Rephrasing this way will certainly help you to put 
across this complex structure in a straight-forward manner ,thereby eliminating a scope for confusion 

on the part of the reader.Confusing clause-ideas are growing rapldly.Tip-work on inversion.It 
might be your major error-pattern. Alternatively,learn proper usage of commas and rephrase 

this way- modern socities and communities,where youtj are allowed to express their opinion and are 
completely free to share their thoughts and ideas,  are growing rapidly.This is a less-preferrable 
structure but still sounds correct.(This becomes possible because younger generation are updated 
with the newer technologies and high graded trainings from their school and colleges and using their 
dynamic ideas, skills and vibrant thoughts any nation can attain multi folded growth).The prime 
reason for such a development could be linked with the idea that societies across the world have 
realised that millenials have dynamic ideas,skills and vibrant thoughts.which potentially could lead 
to a multi-folded groth of nations. Not only this,they are  more tech-savvy that any generation 
throughout human history as they have access to technology and their academics emphasize largely 
on technical education which makes them good problem-solvers.Look at the suggested rephrase I 
have written for you.Rephrasing this way will help to support the main idea as the main idea revolves 
around acceptance of modern ideas and without realisation,there is no acceptance.Also,the ideas are 
coherent as they are progressive-travelling to reach another idea naturally.If one idea leads to 
another at ease,you may understand they are well-connected and coherent.Both are supports to the 
same main idea(first sentence of the body). 

  

For example, every  year many big companies like google( ,) no comma needed (hires)  hire  fresh 
talent to upbeat their organisation culture coporate competition check your word-choice upbeat 

culture?and that too organisation culture?Tip-learn collocations and work on word-
chice.This is an LOC.But,it counts  (to meet the  dynamic  and challenging new requirements 

and adversities in the new world, be it personal or professional anywhere we need an improved and 
polymath systems and youths are available with it.)First, check word choice-why use dynamic 
(adjective)?Did you mean-dynamics?(noun).Challenging new requirements-check  this collocation-
rephrase-fulfilling new requirements and challenging adversities.Second,there is no need of making 
another paragraph with a mere example.This is a sign of poor organisation and adversely affects 
your band-score. 

  

To sum up, new youths there is no plural of youth youngsters should be encouraged and their belief 
and ideas should be welcomed welcome as it is beneficial for our older communities and to our 
nation    nations as a whole  in each and every perspective.Write IELTS responses with a 
cosmopolitan mindset.Don’t connect yourself with India or any other country.Good wrap-up but 
don’t overlook at these silly comments. 

 ......................................................................................................... 



 

 

Band-score-6+ 

My overall observations: 

1)You seem to use a wide range of vocabulary in your writing but fail to use the right collocations. 

2)Fix the problem of inversion.It is a major error-pattern in your writing. 

3)Identify redundancy elements in tasks in sample writing (band score-5 or 6) and not an expert user 
9.Compare your writing with such samples with respect to  this issue-redundancy and repetition of 
ideas. 

4)You write with a local minsdet and often talk about national interests  or development.Write with 
a cosmopolitan mindset instead. 

5)Use more complex structures for a higher band-score. 

Thank you, 
With regards 
Surendra Singh Arora 
www.onlineieltstutorials.com 


